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Introduction to Data Quality

A Web search of the terms “data quality” through the search engine Google,
returns about three millions of pages, an indicator that data quality issues
are real and increasingly important (often, in the following, the term data
quality will be shortened to the acronym DQ). The goal of this chapter is
to introduce the relevant perspectives that make data quality an issue worth
being investigated and understood. We first introduce the notion of data qual-
ity (Section 1.1), highlighting its relevance in real life and some of the main
related initiatives in the public and private domains. Then, in Section 1.2, we
show by means of several examples the multidimensional nature of data qual-
ity. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 analyze the different types of data, and the different
types of information systems for which DQ can be investigated. In Section 1.5,
we address the main research issues in DQ, application domains and related
research areas. The research issues (Section 1.5.1) concern dimensions, mod-
els, techniques, methodologies, and tools; together, they provide the agenda
for the rest of the book. Application domains are large sets, since data and
information are fundamental ingredients of all the activities of people and or-
ganizations. We focus (Section 1.5.2) on three of the most relevant application
domains, e-Government, Life Sciences, and the World Wide Web, highlighting
the role that DQ plays in each of them. Research areas related to DQ will be
examined in Section 1.5.3.

1.1 Why Data Quality is Relevant

The consequences of poor quality of data are often experienced in everyday
life, but, often, without making the necessary connections to their causes. For
example, the late or mistaken delivery of a letter is often blamed on a malfunc-
tional postal service, although a closer look often reveals data-related causes,
typically an error in the address, originating in the address database. Simi-
larly, the duplicate delivery of automatically generated mail is often indicative
of a database record duplication error.
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Data quality has serious consequences, of far-reaching significance, for the
efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. As already men-
tioned in the preface, the report on data quality of the Data Warehousing
Institute (see [52]) estimates that data quality problems cost U.S. businesses
more than 600 billion dollars a year. The findings of the report were based
on interviews with industry experts, leading edge customers, and survey data
from 647 respondents. In the following, we list further examples of the impor-
tance of data quality in organizational processes.

• Customer matching. Information systems of public and private organiza-
tions can be seen as the result of a set of scarcely controlled and inde-
pendent activities producing several databases very often characterized
by overlapping information. In private organizations, such as marketing
firms or banks, it is not surprising to have several (sometimes dozens!)
of customers registries, updated with different organizational procedures,
resulting in inconsistent, duplicate information. As an example, it is very
complex for banks to provide clients with a unique list of all their accounts
and funds.

• Corporate house-holding. Many organizations establish separate relation-
ships with single members of households, or, more generally, related groups
of people; either way, they like, for marketing purposes, to reconstruct
the household relationships in order to carry on more effective marketing
strategies. This problem is even more complex than the previous one, since
in that case the data to match concerned the same person, in this case it
concerns groups of persons corresponding to the same household. For a
detailed discussion on the relationship between corporate house holding
information and various business application areas, see [200].

• Organization fusion. When different organizations or different units of an
organization merge, it is necessary to integrate their legacy information
systems. Such integration requires compatibility and interoperability at
any layer of the information system, with the database level required to
ensure both physical and semantic interoperability.

The examples above are indicative of the growing need to integrate in-
formation across completely different data sources, an activity in which poor
quality hampers integration efforts. Awareness of the importance of improving
the quality of data is increasing in many contexts. In the following, we sum-
marize some of the major initiatives in both the private and public domains.

Private Initiatives

In the private sector, on the one hand, application providers and system inte-
grators, and, on the other hand, direct users are experiencing the role of DQ
in their own business processes.

With regard to application providers and systems integrators, IBM’s recent
(2005) acquisition of Ascential Software, a leading provider of data integration
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tools, highlights the critical role data and information stewardship plays in
the enterprise. The 2005 Ascential report [208] on data integration provides a
survey that indicates data quality and security issues as the leading inhibitors
(55 % of respondents in a multi-response survey) to successful data integration
projects. The respondents also emphasize that data quality is more than just a
technological issue. It requires senior management to treat data as a corporate
asset and to realize that the value of this asset depends on its quality.

In the last few years, SAP [84] has set up a project for testing in the
area of DQ and to build an internal methodology, with important savings
(documented in [84]) in several internal business processes.

The awareness of the relevance of data quality issues has led Oracle (see
[151]) to recently enhance its suite of products and services to support an
architecture that optimizes data quality, providing a framework for the sys-
tematic analysis of data, with the goals of increasing the value of data, easing
the burden of data migration, and decreasing the risks inherent in data inte-
gration.

With regard to users, Basel2 is an international initiative in the finan-
cial domain that requires financial services companies to have a risk sensitive
framework for the assessment of regulatory capital. The planned implementa-
tion date for Basel2 is December 2006, with parallel operation from January
2006. The regulatory requirements of Basel2 are demanding improvements
in data quality. For example, the Draft Supervisory Guidance on Internal
Ratings-Based Systems for Corporate Credit states (see [19]): “institutions
using the Internal Ratings-Based approach for regulatory capital purposes will
need advanced data management practices to produce credible and reliable
risk estimates”; and “data retained by the bank will be essential for regulatory
risk-based capital calculations and public reporting. These uses underscore the
need for a well defined data maintenance framework and strong controls over
data integrity.”

Public Initiatives

In the public sector a number of initiatives address data quality issues at inter-
national, European, and national levels. We focus in the rest of the section on
two of the main initiatives, the Data Quality Act in the US and the European
directive on reuse of public data.

In 2001 the President of the US signed into law important new Data Qual-
ity legislation, concerning “Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing the Qual-
ity, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information Disseminated by Fed-
eral Agencies,” in short the Data Quality Act. The Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) issued guidelines referred for policies and procedures on
data quality issues (see [149]). Obligations mentioned in the guidelines con-
cern agencies, which are to report periodically to the OMB regarding the
number and nature of data quality complaints received, and how such com-
plaints were handled. OMB must also include a mechanism through which
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the public can petition agencies to correct information that does not meet
the OMB standard. In the OMB guidelines data quality is defined as an en-
compassing term comprising utility, objectivity, and integrity. Objectivity is a
measure to determine whether the disseminated information is accurate, reli-
able, and unbiased, and whether that information is presented in an accurate,
clear, complete, and unbiased manner. Utility refers to the usefulness of the
information for its anticipated purpose, by its intended audience. OMB is com-
mitted to disseminating reliable and useful information. Integrity refers to the
security of information, namely protection of the information from unautho-
rized, unanticipated, or unintentional modification, to prevent it from being
compromised by corruption or falsification. Specific risk-based, cost-effective
policies are defined for assuring integrity.

The European directive 2003/98/CE on the reuse of public data (see [71])
highlights the importance of reusing the vast data assets owned by public
agencies. The public sector collects, produces, and disseminates a wide range
of information in many areas of activity, such as social, economic, geographi-
cal, metereological, business, and educational information. Making public all
generally available documents held by the public sector, concerning not only
the political process but also the legal and administrative processes, is consid-
ered a fundamental instrument for extending the right to information, which
is a basic principle of democracy. Aspects of data quality addressed by such a
directive are the accessibility of public data and availability in a format which
is not dependent on the use of specific software. At the same time, a related
and necessary step for public data reuse is to guarantee its quality in terms
of accuracy and currency, through data cleaning campaigns. This makes it
attractive to new potential users and customers.

1.2 Introduction to the Concept of Data Quality

From a research perspective, data quality has been addressed in different
areas, including statistics, management, and computer science. Statisticians
were the first to investigate some of the problems related to data quality, by
proposing a mathematical theory for considering duplicates in statistical data
sets, in the late 1960’s. They were followed by researchers in management, who
at the beginning of the 1980’s focused on how to control data manufacturing
systems in order to detect and eliminate data quality problems. Only at the
beginning of the 1990’s computer scientists begin considering the problem of
defining, measuring, and improving the quality of electronic data stored in
databases, data warehouses, and legacy systems.

When people think about data quality, they often reduce data quality just
to accuracy. For example, let us consider the surname “Batini”; when this is
spelled during a telephone call, several misspellings are reported by the other
side, such as “Vatini,” “Battini,” “Barini,” “Basini,” all inaccurate versions
of the original last name. Indeed, data are normally considered to be of poor
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quality if typos are present or wrong values are associated with a concept
instance, such as an erroneous birth date or age associated with a person.
However, data quality is more than simply data accuracy. Other significant
dimensions such as completeness, consistency, and currency are necessary
in order to fully characterize the quality of data. In Figure 1.1 we provide
some examples of these dimensions, which are described in more detail among
others in Chapter 2. The relation in the figure describes movies, with title,
director, year of production, number of remakes, and year of the last remake.

198501964nullSabrina4

NULL01953WylderRman Holiday3

NULL01989CurtizDead poets society 2

194031942WeirCasablanca1

LastRemakeYear#RemakesYearDirectorTitleId

198501964nullSabrina4

NULL01953WylderRman Holiday3

NULL01989CurtizDead poets society 2

194031942WeirCasablanca1

LastRemakeYear#RemakesYearDirectorTitleId

Fig. 1.1. A relation Movies with data quality problems

In the figure, the cells with data quality problems are shaded. At first, only
the cell corresponding to the title of movie 3 seems to be affected by a data
quality problem. In fact, there is a misspelling in the title, where Rman stands
for Roman, thus causing an accuracy problem. Nevertheless, another accuracy
problem is related to the exchange of the director between movies 1 and 2;
Weir is actually the director of movie 2 and Curtiz the director of movie 1.
Other data quality problems are a missing value for the director of movie 4,
causing a completeness problem, and a 0 value for the number of remakes
of movie 4, causing a currency problem because a remake of the movie has
actually been proposed. Finally, there are two consistency problems: first, for
movie 1, the value of LastRemakeYear cannot be lower than Year; second, for
movie 4 the value of LastRemakeYear cannot be different from null, because
the value of #Remakes is 0.

The above examples of dimensions concern the quality of data represented
in the relation. Besides data, a large part of the design methodologies for the
relational model addresses properties that concern the quality of the schema;
for example, several normal forms have been proposed with the aim of captur-
ing the concept of good relational schema, free of anomalies and redundancies.
For instance, the relational schema of Figure 1.1 is in the Boyce Codd normal
form, since all attributes that do not belong to a superkey are functionally
dependent on the superkeys (Id and Title). Other data quality and schema
quality dimensions will be discussed in Chapter 2. The above examples and
considerations show that:
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• Data quality is a multifaceted concept, as in whose definition different
dimensions concur.

• The quality dimensions, e.g., accuracy, can be easily detected in some
cases (e.g., misspellings) but are more difficult to detect in other cases
(e.g., where admissible but not correct values are provided).

• A simple example of a completeness error has been shown, but as with
accuracy, completeness can also be very difficult to evaluate (e.g., if a
tuple representing a movie is entirely missing from the relation Movie).

• Consistency detection does not always localize the errors (e.g., for movie
1, the value or the LastRemakeYear attribute is wrong).

The above example concerned a relational table of a single database. Prob-
lems change significantly when other types of data are involved, and more
complex types of information systems than a single database are considered.
We now address these two aspects.

1.3 Data Quality and Types of Data

Data represent real world objects, in a format that can be stored, retrieved,
and elaborated by a software procedure, and communicated through a net-
work. The process of representing the real world by means of data can be
applied to a large number of phenomena, such as measurements, events, char-
acteristics of people, the environment, sounds, and smells. Data are extremely
versatile in such representation. Besides data, other types of information are
used in real-life and business processes, such as paper-based information, and
information conveyed by the voice. We will not deal with all these types of
information, and we concentrate on data.

Since researchers in the area of data quality must deal with a wide spec-
trum of possible data representations, they have proposed several classifica-
tions for data. First, several authors distinguish, implicitly or explicitly, three
types of data:

1. Structured, when each data element has an associated fixed structure.
Relational tables are the most popular type of structured data.

2. Semistructured, when data has a structure which has some degree of flexi-
bility. Semistructured data are also “schemaless” or “self-describing” (see
[1], [35], and [40]). XML is the markup language commonly used to rep-
resent semistructured data. Some common characteristics are (i) data can
contain fields not known at design time; for instance, an XML file does
not have an associated XML schema file; (ii) the same kind of data may
be represented in multiple ways; for example, a date might be represented
by one field or by multiple fields, even within a single set of data; and (iii)
among fields known at design time, many fields will not have values.

3. Unstructured, when data are expressed in natural language and no specific
structure or domain types are defined.
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It is intuitive that dimensions and techniques for data quality have to be
adapted for the three types of data described above, and are progressively
more complex to conceive and use from structured to unstructured data.

A second point of view sees data as a product. This point of view is
adopted, for example, in the IP-MAP model (see [177]), an extension of the
Information Manufacturing Product model [201], which will be discussed in
detail in Section 3.4; the IP-MAP model identifies a parallelism between the
quality of data, and the quality of products as managed by manufacturing
companies. In this model, three different types of data are distinguished:

• raw data items are considered smaller data units. They are used to con-
struct information and component data items that are semi-processed in-
formation;

• while the raw data items may be stored for long periods of time, the
component data items are stored temporarily until the final product is
manufactured. The component items are regenerated each time an infor-
mation product is needed. The same set of raw data and component data
items may be used (sometimes simultaneously) in the manufacturing of
several different products;

• information products, which are the result of a manufacturing activity
performed on data.

Looking at data as a product, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 7, method-
ologies and procedures used over a long period, with suitable changes having
been made to them, can be applied to data for quality assurance in manufac-
turing processes.

The third classification, proposed in [133], addresses a typical distinction
made in information systems between elementary data and aggregated data.
Elementary data are managed in organizations by operational processes, and
represent atomic phenomena of the real world (e.g., social security number,
age, sex). Aggregated data are obtained from a collection of elementary data by
applying some aggregation function to them (e.g., the average income of tax
payers in a given city). This classification is useful to distinguish different levels
of severity in measuring and achieving the quality of data. As an example,
the accuracy of an attribute Sex changes dramatically if we input M (male)
instead of F (female); if the age of a single person is wrongly recorded as 25
instead of 35, the accuracy of the average age of a population of millions of
inhabitants is minimally affected.

Dasu and Johnson in [50] investigate new types of data that emerge from
the diffusion of networks and Internet, and observe that the definition of data
itself has changed dramatically to include “any kind of information that is
analyzed systematically.” They distinguish several new types of data, among
them are relevant in this book:

• federated data, which come from different heterogeneous sources, and, con-
sequently, require disparate data sources to be combined with approximate
matches;
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• web data, that are “scraped” from the Web and, although characterized
by unconventional formats and low control on data, more often constitute
the primary source of information for several activities.

Previous classifications were not interested in the time dimension of data,
investigated in [30]. According to its change frequency, we can classify source
data into three categories:

• stable data is data that is unlikely to change. Examples are scientific pub-
lications; although new publications can be added to the source, older
publications remain unchanged;

• long-term-changing data is data that has very low change frequency. Ex-
amples are addresses, currencies, and hotel price lists. The concept of low
frequency is domain dependent; in an e-trade application, if the value of a
stock quote is tracked once an hour, it is considered to be a low frequency
change, while a shop that changes its goods weekly has a high-frequency
change for clients;

• frequently-changing data is data that has intensive change, such as real-
time traffic information, temperature sensor measures, and sales quan-
tities. The changes can occur with a defined frequency or they can be
random.

For this classification, the procedures for establishing the time dimen-
sion qualities of the three types of data, i.e., stable, long-term-changing, and
frequently-changing data, are increasingly more complex.

Among the different types of data resulting from the above classification,
we are mainly interested in focusing our attention on structured and semistruc-
tured elementary data, and on information products. Such types of data have
been deeply investigated in the literature, and, to a certain extent, consoli-
dated techniques and methodologies have been concieved. This does not mean
that we will exclude other types of data from our analysis: dimensions for time-
dependent data will be introduced and discussed in Chapter 2, and web data
will be considered in Chapter 9, dedicated to open problems.

As a terminological note, when we give generic examples of structured
data, we use the term tuple to indicate a set of fields or cell values, corre-
sponding usually to different definition domains or domains, describing prop-
erties or attributes of a specific real world object; we use interchangeably the
terms relational table or table or relation to indicate a set of tuples. As a
consequence, tuple can be used in place of record and table/relation can be
used in place of structured file. When we refer to generic data, we use the
term record to indicate a set of fields, and we use interchangeably the terms
file or data set to indicate a set of tuples.
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1.4 Data Quality and Types of Information Systems

Data are collected, stored, elaborated, retrieved, and exchanged in informa-
tion systems used in organizations to provide services to business processes.
Different criteria can be adopted for classifying the different types of informa-
tion systems, and their corresponding architectures; they are usually related to
the overall organizational model adopted by the organization or the set of the
organizations that make use of the information system. In order to clarify the
impact of data quality on the different types of information systems, we adapt
the classification criteria proposed in [153] for distributed databases. Three
different criteria are proposed: distribution, heterogeneity, and autonomy.

Distribution deals with the possibility of distributing the data and the
applications over a network of computers. For simplicity, we adopt a <yes,
no> domain for distribution. Heterogeneity considers all types of semantic
and technological diversities among systems used in modeling and physically
representing data, such as database management systems, programming lan-
guages, operating systems, middleware, markup languages. For heterogeneity
we also adopt a simple <yes,no> domain. Autonomy has to do with the de-
gree of hierarchy and rules of coordination, establishing rights and duties,
defined in the organization using the information system. The two extremes
are: (i) a fully hierarchical system, where only one subject decides for all,
and no autonomy at all exists; and (ii) a total anarchy, where no rule exists,
and each component organization is totally free in its design and management
decisions. In this case we adopt a three-value <no, semi, totally> domain.

The three classifications are represented together in the classification space
of Figure 1.2. Among all possible combinations, five main types of information
systems are highlighted in the figure: Monolithic, Distributed, Data Ware-
houses, Cooperative, and Peer-to-Peer.

• In a monolithic information system presentation, application logic, and
data management are merged into a single computational node. Many
monolithic information systems are still in use. While being extremely
rigid, they provide advantages to organizations, such as reduced costs
due to the homogeneity of solutions and centralization of management. In
monolithic systems, data flows have a common format, and data quality
control is facilitated by the homogeneity and centralization of procedures
and management rules.

• A data warehouse (DW) is a centralized set of data collected from differ-
ent sources, designed to support management decision making. The most
critical problem in DW design concerns the cleaning and integration of the
different data sources that are loaded into the DW, in that much of the
implementation budget is spent on data cleaning activities.

• A distributed information system relaxes the rigid centralization of mono-
lithic systems, in that it allows the distribution of resources and applica-
tions across a network of geographically distributed systems. The network
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Fig. 1.2. Types of information systems

can be organized in terms of several tiers, each made of one or more com-
putational nodes. Presentation, application logic, and data management
are distributed across tiers. Usually, the different tiers and nodes have a
limited degree of autonomy, data design is usually performed centrally,
but to a certain extent some degree of heterogeneity can occur, due to the
impossibility of establishing unified procedures. Problems of data manage-
ment are more complex than in monolithic systems, due to the reduced
level of centralization. Heterogeneities and autonomy usually increase with
the number of tiers and nodes.

• A cooperative information system (CIS) can be defined as a large-scale
information system that interconnects various systems of different and au-
tonomous organizations, while sharing common objectives. According to
[58], the manifesto of cooperative information systems, “an information
system is cooperative if it shares goals with other agents in its environ-
ment, such as other information systems, human agents, and the orga-
nization itself, and contributes positively toward the fulfillment of these
common goals.” The relationship between cooperative information systems
and DQ is double-faced: on the one hand it is possible to profit the cooper-
ation between agents in order to choose the best quality sources, and thus
improve the quality of circulating data. On the other hand, data flows are
less controlled than in monolithic systems, and the quality of data, when
not controlled, may rapidly decrease in time. Integration of data sources is
also a relevant issue in CISs, especially when partners decide to substitute
a group of databases, that have been independently developed, with an
integrated in-house database. In virtual data integration a unique virtual
integrated schema is built to provide unified access. This case is affected by
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data quality problems, because inconsistencies in data stored at different
sites make it difficult to provide integrated information.

• In a peer-to-peer information system (usually abbreviated P2P), the tra-
ditional distinction between clients and servers typical of distributed sys-
tems is disappearing. A P2P system can be characterized by a number
of properties: peers are higly autonomous and higly heterogeneous, they
have no obligation for the quality of their services and data, no central
coordination and no central database exist, no peer has a global view of
the system, global behavior emerges from local interactions. It is clear that
P2P systems are extremely critical from the point of view of data quality,
since no obligation exists for agents participating in the system. It is also
costly for a single agent to evaluate the reputation of other partners.

In the rest of the book, we will examine DQ issues mainly conceived for
monolithic, distributed, data warehouses, and cooperative information sys-
tems, while issues for P2P systems will be discussed in Chapter 9 on open
problems.

1.5 Main Research Issues and Application Domains in
Data Quality

Due to the relevance of data quality, its nature, and the variety of data types
and information systems, achieving data quality is a complex, multidisci-
plinary area of investigation. It involves several research topics and real-life
application areas. Figure 1.3 shows the main ones.
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Fig. 1.3. Main issues in data quality

Research issues concern models, techniques, and tools, and two “vertical”
areas, that cross the first three, i.e. dimensions and methodologies. We will
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discuss them in Section 1.5.1. Three of the application domains mentioned in
Figure 1.3, namely e-Government, Life Sciences, and the World Wide Web,
in which DQ is particularly relevant, are discussed in Section 1.5.2.

Research issues in DQ originate from research paradigms initially devel-
oped in other areas of research. The relationship between data quality and
these related research areas will be discussed in Section 1.5.3.

1.5.1 Research Issues in Data Quality

Choosing dimensions to measure the level of quality of data is the start-
ing point of any DQ-related activity. Though measuring the quality of ICT
technologies, artifacts, processes, and services is not a new issue in research,
for many years several standardization institutions have been operating (e.g.
ISO, see [97]) in order to establish mature concepts in the areas of quality
characteristics, measurable indicators, and reliable measurement procedures.
Dimensions are discussed in Chapter 2. Dimensions are applied with different
roles in models, techniques, tools, and frameworks.

Models are used in databases to represent data and data schemas. They
are also used in information systems to represent business processes of the or-
ganization; these models have to be enriched in order to represent dimensions
and other issues related to DQ. Models are investigated in Chapter 3.

Techniques correspond to algorithms, heuristics, knowledge-based proce-
dures, and learning processes that provide a solution to a specific DQ problem
or, as we say, to a data quality activity , as defined in Chapter 4. Examples
of DQ activities are identifying if two records of different databases represent
the same object of the real world or not; or finding the most reliable source
for some specific data. DQ activities are defined in Chapter 4 and tecniques
are discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

Methodologies provide guidelines to choose, starting from available tech-
niques and tools, the most effective DQ measurement and improvement pro-
cess (and hopefully, most economical for comparable results) within a specific
information system. Methodologies are investigated in Chapter 7.

Methodologies and techniques, in order to be effective, need the support
of tools, i.e., automatized procedures, provided with an interface, that relieve
the user of the manual execution of some techniques. When a set of coordi-
nated tools is integrated to provide a set of DQ services, we will use the term
framework. Tools and frameworks are discussed in Chapter 8.

1.5.2 Application Domains in Data Quality

In this section, we analyze three distinct application domains of DQ. Their
importance has been growing over the last few years, because of their relevance
in daily lives of people and organizations: e-Government, Life Sciences, the
World Wide Web.
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e-Government

The main goal of all e-Government projects is the improvement of the rela-
tionship between the government, agencies, and citizens, as well as between
agencies and businesses, through the use of information and communication
technologies. This ambitious goal is articulated in different objectives:

1. the complete automation of those government administrative processes
that deliver services to citizens and businesses, and that involve the ex-
change of data between government agencies;

2. the creation of an architecture that, by connecting the different agencies,
enables them to fulfill their administrative processes without any addi-
tional burden to the users that benefit from them; and

3. the creation of portals that simplify access to services by authorized users.

e-Government projects must face the problem that similar information
about one citizen or business is likely to appear in multiple databases. Each
database is autonomously managed by the different agencies that historically
has never been able to share data about citizens and businesses.

The problem is worsened by the many errors usually present in the
databases, for many reasons. First, due to the nature of the administrative
flows, several citizens’ data (e.g. addresses) are not updated for long periods
of time. This happens because it is often impractical to obtain updates from
subjects that maintain the official residence data. Also, errors may occur when
personal data on individuals is stored. Some of these errors are not corrected
and a potentially large fraction of them is not detected. Furthermore, data
provided by distinct sources differ in format, following local conventions, that
can change in time and result in multiple versions. Finally, many of the records
currently in the database were entered over years using legacy processes that
included one or more manual data entry steps.

A direct consequence of this combination of redundancy and errors in data
is frequent mismatches between different records that refer to the same citizen
or business. One major outcome of having multiple disconnected views for the
same information is that citizens and businesses experience consistent service
degradation during their interaction with the agencies. Furthermore, misalign-
ment brings about additional costs. First, agencies must make an investment
to reconcile records using clerical review, e.g., to manually trace citizens and
businesses that cannot be correctly and unequivocally identified. Secondly,
because most investigation techniques, e.g., tax fraud prevention techniques,
rely on cross-referencing records of different agencies, misalignment results in
undetected tax fraud and reduced revenues.

Life Sciences

Life sciences data and specifically biological data are characterized by a di-
versity of data types, very large volumes, and highly variable quality. Data
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are available through vastly disparate sources and disconnected repositories.
Their quality is difficult to assess and often unacceptable for the required
usage. Biologists typically search several sources, for good quality data, for
instance, in order to perform reliable in-silico experiments. However, the effort
to actually assess the quality level of such data is entirely in the hands of the
biologists; they have to manually analyze disparate sources, trying to inte-
grate and reconcile heterogeneous and contradictory data in order to identify
the best information. Let us consider, as an example, a gene analysis scenario.
Figure 1.4 shows an example of a simple data analysis pipeline. As the result
of a micro-array experiment, a biologist wants to analyze a set of genes, with
the objective of understanding their functions.

Step 1: Looking for gene function

Step 2: Result validation by comparison
of different source results

Step 3: Updateness checking

Microarray data

Characterized genes

Step 1: Looking for gene function

Step 2: Result validation by comparison
of different source results

Step 3: Updateness checking

Microarray data

Characterized genes

Fig. 1.4. Example of biological data analysis process

In Step 1, the biologist performs a Web search on a site that is known
to contain gene data for the particular organism under consideration. Once
the data is obtained, the biologist must assess its reliability. Therefore, in
Step 2 the biologist performs a new web search in order to check if other
sites provide the same gene information. It may happen that different sites
provide conflicting results. Then (Step 3) the biologist also has to check that
the provided results are up-to-date, i.e., if a gene is unknown in the queried
sites, or no recent publication on that gene is available, e.g. through Pubmed
(see [192]). The described scenario has many weaknesses:

1. the biologist must perform a time-consuming manual search for all the
sources that may provide the function of the interested gene. This process
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is also dependent on the user having personal knowledge about which sites
must be queried;

2. the biologist has no way of assessing the trustworthiness of a result;
3. in Step 2, the biologist has no way of evaluating the quality of the results

provided by different sites.
4. in Step 3, a new web search must be performed which again can be very

time consuming.

In order to overcome such weaknesses, life sciences and biology need robust
data quality techniques.

World Wide Web

Web information systems are characterized by the presentation of a large
amount of data to a wide audience, the quality of which can be very heteroge-
neous. There are several reasons for this variety. First, every organization and
individual can create a Web site and load every kind of information without
any control on its quality, and sometimes with a malicious intent. A second
reason lies in the conflict between two needs. On the one hand information
systems on the web need to publish information in the shortest possible time
after it is available from information sources. On the other hand, information
has to be checked with regard to its accuracy, currency, and trustworthiness
of its sources. These two requirements are in many aspects contradictory:
accurate design of data structures, and, in the case of Web sites, of good
navigational paths between pages, and certification of data to verify its cor-
rectness are costly and lengthy activities. However, the publication of data on
Web sites is subject to time constraints.

Web information systems present two further aspects in connection to data
quality that differentiate them from traditional information sources: first, a
Web site is a continuously evolving source of information, and it is not linked
to a fixed release time of information; second, in the process of changing
information, additional information can be produced in different phases, and
corrections to previously published information are possible, creating, in such
a way, further needs for quality checks. Such features lead to a different type
of information than with traditional media.

As a final argument, in Web information systems it is practically impos-
sible to individuate a subject, usually called data owner , responsible for a
certain data category. In fact, data are typically replicated among the differ-
ent participating organizations, and one does not know how to state that an
organization or subject has the primary responsibility for some specific data.

All previously discussed aspects make it difficult to certify the quality
of data sources, and, for a user, to assess the reputation of other users and
sources.
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1.5.3 Research Areas Related to Data Quality

Data quality is fairly a new research area. Several other areas (see Figure 1.5)
in computer science and other sciences have in the past treated related and
overlapping problems; at the same time, such areas have developed in the last
decades (in the case of statistics, in the last centuries) paradigms, models,
and methodologies that have proved to be of major importance in grounding
the data quality research area. We now discuss such research areas.

1. Statistics includes a set of methods that are used to collect, analyze,
present, and interpret data. Statistics has developed in the last two cen-
turies a wide spectrum of methods and models that allow one to express
predictions and formulate decisions in all contexts where uncertain and
imprecise information is available for the domain of interest. As discussed
in [121], statistics and statistical methodology as the basis of data analysis
are concerned with two basic types of problems: (i) summarizing, describ-
ing, and exploring data, (ii) using sampled data to infer the nature of the
process that produced the data. Since low quality data are an inaccurate
representation of the reality, a variety of statistical methods have been de-
veloped for measuring and improving the quality of data. We will discuss
some statistical methods in Chapters 4 and 5.

2. Knowledge representation (see [144] and [54] for insightful introductions
to the area) is the study of how knowledge about an application domain
can be represented, and what kinds of reasoning can be done with that
knowledge (this is called knowledge reasoning). Knowledge about an appli-
cation domain may be represented procedurally in form of program code,
or implicitly as patterns of activation in a neural network. Alternatively,
the area of knowledge representation assumes an explicit and declarative
representation, in terms of a knowledge base, consisting of logical formulas
or rules expressed in a representation language. Providing a rich represen-
tation of the application domain, and being able to reason about it, is
becoming an important leverage in many techniques for improving data
quality; we will see some of these techniques in Chapters 5 and 8.

3. Data mining (see [92]) is an analytic process designed to explore usu-
ally large sets of data in search of consistent patterns and/or systematic
relationships between attributes/variables. Exploratory data mining is de-
fined in [50] as the preliminary process of discovering structure in a set of
data using statistical summaries, visualization, and other means. In this
context, achieving good data quality is an intrinsic objective of any data
mining activity (see [46]), since otherwise the process of discovering pat-
terns, relationships and structures is seriously deteriorated. From another
perspective, data mining techniques may be used in a wide spectrum of
activities for improving the quality of data; we will examine some of them
in Chapter 4.
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4. Management information systems (see [53]) are defined as systems that
provide the information necessary to manage an organization effectively.
Since data and knowledge are becoming relevant resources both in oper-
ational and decision business processes, and poor quality data result in
poor quality processes, it is becoming increasingly important to supply
management information systems with functionalities and services that
allow one to control and improve the quality of the data resource.

5. Data integration (see [116]) has the goal of building and presenting a uni-
fied view of data owned by heterogeneous data sources in distributed,
cooperative, and peer-to-peer information systems. Data integration will
be considered in Chapter 4 as one of basic activities whose purpose is im-
proving data quality, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. While
being an autonomous and well-grounded research area, data integration
will be considered in this book as strictly related to data quality, regarding
two main issues, providing query results on the basis of a quality char-
acterization of data at sources, and identifying and solving conflicts on
values referring to the same real-world objects.

Data 
Integration

Data 
Mining

Statistics and 
Statistical

Data Analysis

Management
Information
Systems

Knowledge
Representation

Data Quality

Data 
Integration

Data 
Mining

Statistics and 
Statistical

Data Analysis

Management
Information
Systems

Knowledge
Representation

Data Quality

Fig. 1.5. Research areas related to data quality

1.6 Summary

In this chapter we have perceived that data quality is a multidisciplinary area.
This is not surprising, since data, in a variety of formats and with a variety
of media, are used in every real-life or business activity, and deeply influence
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the quality of processes that use data. Many private and public organizations
have perceived the impact of data quality on their assets and missions, and
have consequently launched initiatives of large impact. At the same time,
while in monolithic information systems data are processed within controlled
activities, with the advent of networks and the Internet, data are created and
exchanged with much more “turbulent” processes, and need more sophisti-
cated management.
The issues discussed in this chapter introduce to the structure of the rest of
the book: dimensions, models, techniques, methodologies, tools, and frame-
works will be the main topics addressed. While data quality is a relatively new
research area, other areas, such as statistical data analysis, have addressed in
the past some aspects of the problems related to data quality; with statisti-
cal data analysis, also knowledge representation, data mining, management
information systems, and data integration share some of the problems and
issues characteristic of data quality, and, at the same time, provide paradigms
and techniques that can be effectively used in data quality measurement and
improvement activities.
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